
INSTRUCTIONS
Quictent Pop up Canopy Tent

Easy life
Simple way!



ABOUT 
Who we are?
Quictent is a brand featuring outdoors and gardening. We stand in Amazon 

(U.S.) for over 15 years and are one of the top sellers for party tent, motor-

cycle tent, carport, greenhouse, and pop up canopy.

How do we grow?
Our success roots in premium products and services. 

We are professional sellers for outdoors and gardening. That is, we only 

work with industrial-leading partners for product design, development, and 

test. 

We strongly believe that the smallest details can make the mightiest. The 

high-quality products are the base for our business, the services standing 

behind are what define Quictent. We strictly obey over-the-industry stan-

dards for inspection, packing, shipping, warranty, and terms of after-sale 

service, to ensure you receive the complete, good item(s) at a reasonable 

price, and enjoy worry-free online shopping.

Where we are going?
We hope Quictent will be a part of the American landscape in the future: 

whether it is used for camping, the sports meeting, a family event, or on 

vacations, at the backyard, Quictent products serve well everywhere. 

Furthermore, we’re trying the best to make Quictent known to the world.

CONTACT US
Email us:sales@quictents.com 
Call us:302-261-5366



FRIENDLY ADVICE
1. Be sure to use ropes and stakes to fix the canopy well. Sand bags or extra 

weights could make the product more stable.

2. Heavy snow or strong wind could cause damage or sudden collapse. Put 

the canopy away when these or similar conditions happen.

3. Use as intended only. Do not use for long-term Cover.

4. Do not use grill under the cover. Cover may catch fire if exposed to fire.

WARRANTYWARRANTY
12 Months Limited Warranty on Cover
6 Months Limited Warranty on Frame

How to get quick response from Quictent?
You can send email to sales@quictents.com ; Please include the following 
information:

1.Order reference number 2.SKU number
3.Part number 4.Photos of damaged parts (not necessary)

Any product issues, please kindly contact us. Each email will be 
replied within 24 hours.

:302-261-5366
: sales@quictents.com 



01/  Open the frame and install the canopy top, 
attach the top on the frame with velcro on the corners

02/  Fully unfold the frame   

03/  Lock each upper leg like this



04/ Push the leg-release button and extend 
each leg to the expected height

05/ Hang on the sidewalls and entrances at any sides with velcro

06/ Fix the gazebo to the ground with 4 ropes and 8 stakes



07/ It is recommended to use extra sand bags 
or weights to secure the canopy



Part#

1#

2#

3#

4#

5#

6#

7#

8#

9#

10#

11#

12#

Lower Button

Upper Button

Hinge

Y Bar Joint

Top Support Bar Joint

Top Center Connector

Upper Leg 115cm

Lower Leg 94cm

X Bar Brackets

Roof Cover

Window Panel

Zipper Panel

Roller Bag

Stakes

Tie Down Ropes

4PCS

4PCS

4PCS

4PCS

4PCS

1PCS

4PCS

4PCS

4PCS

4PCS

12PCS

12SETS

1PCS

2PCS

2PCS

1PCS

8PCS

4PCS

Part Image Description Quantity

KK-GM1209-R1 
PART LIST

Y Bar 87cm

Top Support Bar 
93cm

X Bar/Cross Bar
82cm


